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Welcome to the world of $SONIK, the crypto meme 
token that's as quick as lightning and could take you 

from 0 to $100 million market cap faster than you can 
say "hedgehog!" 

$SONIK is not your average meme coin. Nope, this lil' 
bastard is a speedy, zooming whirlwind that leaves 

others in the dust. Some say it's a hedgehog, and who 
are we to disagree? But let's be honest, $SONIK could 
have some speshul needs, too. Hey, nobody's perfect, 

right?



But when it comes to speed, $SONIK doesn't mess 
around. He's fast as f**k, and not afraid to show it. 
With each transaction, $SONIK zips and zooms, 

creating a trail of excitement in his wake. Whether 
you're buying, selling, or just holding on for the ride, 

$SONIK will keep you on your toes and your adrenaline 
pumping.

The $SONIK Whitepaper - Zooming 
to Success at Super Sonik Speed!



We've assembled a team of crypto enthusiasts who 
believe in the power of memes and the thrill of the 

crypto market. Together, we're fueling the $SONIK 
rocket to take off and reach for the stars. We know 

the meme culture is wild and untamed, and that's 
exactly what $SONIK embodies – the spirit of 

spontaneity and limitless possibilities.



So, if you're ready to join the fastest ride of your life, 
buckle up and hop on the $SONIK train. With every 
move he makes, you'll witness the magic of memes 
meeting crypto in a heart-pounding fusion. And who 

knows? You might just become a part of meme history 
as we sprint full steam ahead towards our ambitious 

target of $100 million market cap.



Get ready, because $SONIK is here to shake things up, 
and we're leaving a trail of memes and mayhem in our 

wake. Come and ride the thrill of the fastest meme coin 
in the game – $SONIK!




Phase 1: Unleashing the Magi
 Concept Art - Bring $SONIK to life with amazing artwork
 Token Deployed - $SONIK enters the crypto-sphere on ETH
 Fair Presale - Everyone’s at the starting blocks on time
 Staking - Stake $SONIK to earn rewards.



Phase 2: Full Speed Ahea
 On Your Marks - Preparing for the official launch
 Get Set - Buckle up as $SONIK takes off on Uniswap
 ZOOM! - Watch $SONIK soar through the markets
 Rewards - Collect even more $SONIK from staking.



Phase 3: Building the $SONIK Univers
 Build Community - Creating a strong $SONIK community
 Number Go Up - Pushing boundaries and exceeding 

expectations
 100M mc - Racing towards the hopeful finish line of the $100 

million market cap milestone.



Hold on tight and join $SONIK on this exhilirating adventure, 
where legendary figures, memes, and crypto unite for an 
unforgettable journey!


Roadmap - Hold On Tight, 
We're ZOOMING Ahead!



Total Token Supply: 299,792,458,000 

In the vast $SONIK universe, there are a total of 
299,792,458,000 tokens available, based on Sonik’s reported top 
speed of the speed of light! He’s fast as f**k enough to fuel our 
epic journey to the stars and beyond.



Total Presale Raise: $2,098,547 

During the presale event, we hope to raise $2,098,547 thanks to 
the overwhelming support of our amazing community. Your need for 
speed will be the wind beneath Sonik’s wings!



Tokens Sold: 149,896,229,000 

Out of the total supply, 149,896,229,000 tokens will be sold during 
the presale. Our little hedgehog's charm and speed will capture 
hearts and attract enthusiastic investors from all corners of the 
crypto galaxy.



Presale Token Price: $0.000014 

$SONIK tokens are available at a special price of $0.000014 each. 
It’s an opportunity that shouldn’t be missed as $SONIK gears up 
for a thrilling launch.


Tokenomics - Fueling the 
$SONIK Ecosystem



Token Allocation



Presale: 50.00% 

With 50.00% of the tokens allocated to the presale, we’ve ensured 
that early supporters and believers in the $SONIK vision get their 
fair share. Your enthusiasm will fuel our momentum, and together, 
we’ll zoom towards success!



Staking: 40.00% 

A substantial 40.00% of tokens were reserved for staking, 
creating a symbiotic relationship between $SONIK holders and the 
ecosystem. Stakers earn rewards while actively contributing to the 
network's stability and security.



DEX Liquidity: 10.00% 

To provide stability and liquidity, 10.00% of the tokens will be 
allocated for DEX liquidity. This ensures that as $SONIK gains 
speed, we have a smooth ride on the ever-changing racetrack of 
crypto launches.


Tokenomics - Community First 
& Primed for Pumping



This $SONIK whitepaper is for informational purposes only and 
not financial advice. Cryptocurrency investments are volatile, and 

potential investors should conduct due diligence. We cannot 
guarantee specific outcomes or market performance. Please comply 
with relevant laws and regulations. Participation is voluntary and at 

your own risk. Stay informed and enjoy the ride with $SONIK!



Sonik Coin is not affiliated with Sonic The Hedgehog, Sega, or any 
of its associated products and is simply a standalone, awesome 

meme coin.
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Disclaimer

This Website is not intended for a UK audience and does not 
adhere to the UK Financial Promotions Regime. If you are 
accessing this Website from the UK, please exit this site 

immediately.




